
Acoustic solutions
We are all born with an ability to focus. But as much as we would like to retain that skill forever, life itself proves to be very loud, colourful 
and sometimes just too interesting for us to be able to avoid distractions forever. Being able to concentrate is something we need to 
fight for, especially in open offices. And the best weapon for winning that fight is not stronger coffee or cooler office perks, it’s offering 
your employees a real chance to focus.

Styles

Acoustic
Hubs

Room
Dividers

Piano
Acoustics

Workstations

PRIVATE WORKING
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Flux 
page 140

Priva 
page 136

Silen 
page 128

Chatbox 
page 134

Piano Acoustics 
page 146
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FEATURES & BENEFITSSILEN

3 great features which make 
Silen acoustic hubs unique . . . 

It’s got wheels – for easy 
and quick relocation

The best sound reduction
up to 43dB quieter inside

up to 10dB more than 
closest competitor

reconfigurable

All Silen acoustic 
hubs come with 
retractable castors

It’s modular – add 
separate modules

S2 + S2 = S4
S2 + S4 = S6

1

2

3
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CUSTOMISATIONSILEN

Lighting
Energy efficient LED lighting, 
20W motion-activated units

Ventilation
25-30% more airflow than 
closest competitor

Glass door
13mm laminated acoustic sound 
control glass

Accessories
Supplied with UK plug and USB 
as standard

Interior colour

Carpet

Door handle

Door frame

Door Trim
Can be different to external colour

Safer working hubs
We’ve also made sure that our Silen hubs are made with medical grade antibacterial material options. So even at times like these, we can keep you 
completely safe.

Exterior colour (3 price bands)

Light grey

White Aluminium Black

Dark grey Black

Light grey Dark grey Black

OakRAL9003 RAL7047 RAL9005 Dark Oak

CUSTOM

Our HEPA filter 
makes this the 
safest and most 
convenient 
workplace in your 
office with 99.9% of 
bacteria filtered out 
every minute.

Our handles 
are coated with 
antibacterial 
coating.

The outside walls 
are covered with 
a medical grade 
antibacterial 
laminate.

VENEERSTANDARD

Left or right handed door handle
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CODE W D H STANDARD CUSTOM VENEER
S1 900 1010 2050 £18,500 £20,000 £22,000

ACOUSTIC HUB - SPACE 1SILEN

Privacy can be difficult to find in a modern, open plan office. Silen 1 puts your workspace to most efficient use by creating an island of 
silence in an open office. The phone booth has one of the largest interior footprints on the market, featuring a built-in laptop table with a 
ferrous metal back, this acoustic pod is perfect for individual work and phone calls.

2
Years

Silent ventilation with air flow 
of 28L/S – up to 25% more 

than competitors

Use the retractable castors 
to move the hub and level 

with the adjustable feet

Interior dimensions of 
900 x 1010 x 2050mm 

(WxDxH), ideal for a stool

Telephone booth adequate 
for one person for a call or 

to work privately

RAL9003 RAL7047 RAL9005

STANDARD

Dark OakOak

VENEERCUSTOM

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk



ACOUSTIC HUB - SPACE 2SILEN 2
Years

The ability to create a mix of diverse workspaces means that an organisation can create balance for its workers, thereby optimising 
their potential productivity and output. Silen 2 is a stylish interior space element that separates the high focus work area from its more 
relaxed cousins. A perfect fit for a focused work session for two but can fit up to four people with no hassle.

CODE W D H STANDARD CUSTOM VENEER
S2 2400 1220 2290 £35,000 £38,000 £40,000

Supplied with power module 
of UK plug and USB as 

standard

Up to 43dB lower inaide 
with laminated, acoustic 

sound control 13mm glass

Interior dimensions of 2200 
x 1160 x 2050mm (WxDxH), 
ideal for 2 sofas and a table

Space 2 is ideal for a smooth 
dialogue between colleagues 

or a quiet study room

RAL9003 RAL7047 RAL9005

STANDARD

Dark OakOak

VENEERCUSTOM
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ACOUSTIC HUB - SPACE 4SILEN

Acoustic hubs can be adapted and customised to fit your own office requirements, creating multiple working zones in one place. Silen 
4 cosily fits four and up to eight people for an efficient brainstorming session or for a longer meeting that requires everyone to be on the 
same wavelength. Just activate the wheels and roll your workplace easily wherever you are in the mood.

2
Years

CODE W D H STANDARD CUSTOM VENEER
S4 2400 2420 2290 £50,000 £55,000 £57,000

UL 962 quality standard is recognised 
by all agencies and is a highly trusted 

safety and quality symbol

Motion activated 20W LED lighting 
that’s energy efficient and helps 
your eyes perform at their best

More space for ideas with a 
wide range of furniture options 
to maximise your interior space

Interior dimensions of 2200 x 2360 x 
2050mm (WxDxH), ideal for 2 sofas and 

a table, or meeting table and chairs

RAL9003 RAL7047 RAL9005

STANDARD

Dark OakOak

VENEERCUSTOM
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ACOUSTIC HUB - SPACE 6SILEN 2
Years

It is increasingly important for employers to be able to create different zones for different types of work and each has a different acoustic 
requirement. Silen 6 comes with plenty of room for creative teams and working groups to embark on wild idea expeditions. The modular 
structure also means that you can quickly change your space size when you need it.

CODE W D H STANDARD CUSTOM VENEER
S6 2400 3620 2290 £60,000 £67,000 £69,000

Available with covid-secure anti-
bacterial options and designed 

with your safety in mind

Shipped flat-packed in a 
crate with quick installation 
from our experienced team

For thinking big with internal 
fabric and carpet options to suit 

your requirements

Interior dimensions of 2200 x 
3560 x 2050mm (WxDxH), ideal 

for meeting table and chairs

RAL9003 RAL7047 RAL9005

STANDARD

Dark OakOak

VENEERCUSTOM
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Please add exterior finish when ordering eg. CBX1 in Black= CBX1-K

SINGLECHATBOX

Black (K) White (WH)5-6 week 
lead time

MADE
TO 

ORDER
STOCKED

CODE DESCRIPTION W D H STOCKED MTO
CBX1 Phone booth 1000 1000 2227 £11,000 £11,000
CBX1-WB Whiteboard for phone booth 700 25 750 N/A £446
CBX1-WB-BK Whiteboard & TV bracket 700 100 750 N/A £1002

Designed and developed by industry-leading acoustic experts, the Chatbox telephone booth is adequate for one person and they are 
the perfect peaceful environment for phone calls away from the noise and distraction. The sleek, modern design is carefully crafted to 
provide impeccable form, function, design and durability, offering next generation privacy for a new normality.

2
Years

Finished in recycled echo-free 
grey fabric and carpet for superior 

soundproofing with a dB rating of 34

Supplied with MDF shelf 700mm 
wide x 300mm deep, with optional 

whiteboard and tv bracket

Silent ventilation and a fresh 
indoor climate to support a 

focused mind

Everything you need for a 
private conversation or a 

space to focus on your own

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk



Please add exterior finish when ordering eg. CBX2 in Black= CBX2-K

5-6 week 
lead time

Black (K) White (WH)

MADE
TO 

ORDER

2
Years

In the long-term, multi-functional spaces will be the reason why people enjoy coming into the office. These are the spaces where people 
can work according to their own needs and preferences. Chatbox Duo offers a private meeting room in an instant, helping people to 
connect, collaborate and focus in private. A silent space for creativity to flourish - Duo the box, duo the fun!

High-quality design with 
abundant natural LED light with 

a low power consumption

Handle on left or right hand 
side with 8mm thick glass for 

superior acoustic quality

Easy to assemble with 
black and white sheet metal 

exterior options

Perfect for 1-1 meetings and 
small brainstorm sessions in 

comfort and silence

DUOCHATBOX

CODE W D H MTO
CBX2 2130 1030 2227 £25,000
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Accreditations

Priva Workstations
PRIVATE WORKING

Styles

Rectangles Angles

2
Years

Designed & 
manufactured 

Product 
guarantee

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk



About

Ideal for private phone calls 
or as a quiet place to work 

for focused tasks

Retreat offering visual and 
acoustic privacy in open 
plan office environments

Square, hub, triangle 
and hexagonal shaped 

workstations to suit all styles

Design can be easily extended 
with numerous configurations 

to suit any office layout

Two-tone acoustic fabric 
options with built in power 

to enhance office aesthetics 

Highly relevant in today’s modern open plan offices, Priva workspaces are designed for those moments where 
personal space is required to focus on tasks with minimal noise and distraction. The solo booths are a great place 
for individuals to seek refuge away the busy, hectic office environment by creating a compact, secluded working 

area which is sometimes needed for a period of intensive work or concentration to finish off the job in hand.

Fabric Finishes

6 weeks 
lead time

MADE TO
ORDER
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WORKSTATIONS - RECTANGULARPRIVA

Too much interaction and not enough privacy has become a real issue for employees who need to concentrate or just take a break 
during the working day. Priva workstations bring a new level of flexibility to the office with versatile, individual cubicles to suit all working 
styles. Priva Rectangles are high tiered square booths designed to provide a high level of acoustic and visual privacy.

2
Years

Individual workspaces 
which can be arranged in a 

dynamic configuration

Optional integrated power 
modules and charging 

points in the white table tops

Available in two-tone fabrics and 
ideal for a bustling, busy office 

by reducing sharp corners

Rectangular workstation pods 
available in 2 sizes with a study 
pod ideal for concentrated work

CODE DESCRIPTION W D H Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E
PRV-WS01R Study rectangular workstation pod 1200 1500 1500 £2500 £2600 £2700 £2900 £3100
PRV-WS02R Rectangular workstation pod 1200 1800 1500 £3200 £3300 £3400 £3600 £3800
PRV-WS03R Large rectangular workstation pod 1400 2000 1500 £3600 £3700 £3800 £4000 £4200

MADE TO
ORDER

6 week
lead time

MADE
TO 

ORDER

PRV-WS01R PRV-WS02R PRV-WS03R

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk



WORKSTATIONS - ANGLESPRIVA 2
Years

The loss of private space and an inability to concentrate in an open plan work area has inspired the design of the Priva angles workstations 
which can be configured to specific needs and support individual work zones. The rich repertoire of geometric shapes can be positioned to 
suit defined spaces, allowing individuals to concentrate and complete focused tasks in a private space within the workplace environment.

Individual workspaces which 
can offer more enclosed privacy 

when arranged the right way

Optional integrated power 
modules and charging points 

in the white table tops

Angles workstations break the 
traditional “square-cube” stereotype 

and add a fresh look to the office

Angled workstation pods 
available in 2 sizes with a study 
pod ideal for concentrated work

CODE DESCRIPTION W D H Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E
PRV-WS01A Study angular workstation pod 2000 1000 1500 £2200 £2300 £2400 £2600 £2800
PRV-WS02A Hexagonal workstation pod 1600 1800 1500 £3000 £3100 £3200 £3400 £3600
PRV-WS03A Large hexagonal workstation pod 1800 2000 1500 £3300 £3400 £3500 £3700 £3900

MADE TO
ORDER

6 week
lead time

MADE
TO 

ORDER

PRV-WS01A PRV-WS02A PRV-WS03A
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